
VanEck Vector Semiconductor ETF is a passive ETF that follows MVIS i.e. the US-listed semiconductors
25 index as closely as possible.

Fund normally follows the MVIS index and invests up to 80% of its total assets into common stocks and
depository receipts of companies listed on MVIS index. This may include across market capitalization
and geography which is listed on US exchanges.

To become eligible to call a semiconductor company, they should generate 50% of the revenue from
semiconductor or semiconductor equipment. Since its a passive fund, 80% of the investment is non-
fundamental and does not try to beat the index performance, and does not seek temporary defensive
positions in fund management.
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A very niche technology-based thematic fund involved in semiconductor/ equipment manufacturing

A niche product catering to a very large market involved in every innovation like cloud computing,
gaming, graphics, etc.

High entry barrier industry with the index itself growing at 37% CAGR from last 5 years

3 Reasons to consider SMH 

1.

2.

3.

Key Matrix

Expense Ratio

0.35%

25

No: of Holdings

AUM(S)

5.5 Billion

14%

Turn Over

Top 10 Holdings (X%)

Taiwan SMC Ltd

NVIDIA Corp

Qualcomm Inc

13.96%

5.25%

9.96%

ASML Holding N.V 6.33%

Broadcom Inc

AMD Inc

Intel Corp

Texas Instruments

5.01%

4.71%

4.99%

4.82%

The fund is holding companies for a very long

time and whenever there is a change in the

MVIS index, the fund is reflecting the same

with their investment process. Since it’s a

passive fund, there is no recent addition or

deletion list is available and not involved in

active profit booking strategies.

Why invest now?

(Tactical & Technical

Prospect)

Technically fund is trading above 200, 100,

and 50-day moving averages and has been a

sturdy performer with minimal volatility.

Tactically these are the companies that are

controlling semiconductor markets and

pandemic has pushed semiconductor

shortages across the globe which has

increased the prospects for these companies.
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Applied Materials

Total

Lam Research Corp

63.85%

4.45%

4.37%
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Technology 

Europe Deveveloped
6.3%

Asia Developed
16%

Sectoral Allocation

Company

Advanced Micro
Devices Inc

Universal Display
Corp

STMicroelectronics

Allocation

5.66%

0.68%

2.12%

Regional Exposure

On both short-term and long-term basis, the

fund has outperformed the S&P 500 with a

healthy margin highlighting the above-

average demand for semiconductors.

The risk involved in

innovation investment

The market easily can be distracted by short-
term profit-booking, downtrends losing the
focus on technologies but SMH is a further
niche market within the technology which has
been the backbone for many new innovations.

New Addition/Increase

1.

2.

3.

Highly concentrated market and expect a
high degree of volatility though the fund
has consistently performed with low
volatility.

The overseas investment of the fund will
be exposed to a high degree of risk
compared to the US investments.

The fund has no short-term defensive
position to hedge the risk or volatility
which may arise in the semiconductor
industry.

Investor Suitability
Suitable for high-risk investors looking to
participate in new-age technology like cloud
computing, blockchain technology, graphics,
etc. through the proxy approach.
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North America
71.6%
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Asia Emerging
6.1%

Disclaimer: There are risks involved with investing in Equities, including possible loss of
money. Investments focused in a particular sector, such as technology, are subject to
greater risk, and are more greatly impacted by market volatility, than more diversified
investments. The materials and data contained herein are provided to demonstrate how
Kristal works and are provided for information only. None of the materials and data shall be
construed as: (i) an offer to sell securities; (ii) an offer to provide advice on securities. Kristal
does not make any representation, undertaking, warranty, guarantee, or other assurance as
to the timeliness, completeness, correctness, reliability, or accuracy of the materials and
data herein. Kristal and its affiliates accept no liability or responsibility whatsoever for any
direct or consequential loss and/or damages arising out of or in relation to any use of
opinions, forecasts, materials and data contained herein or otherwise arising in connection
therewith.
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